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The Little Book of Number Chains

Gareth Moore

Description

The Little Book of Number Chains is a fantastic - and highly addictive - new addition to our

range of puzzle titles. It contains pages of chains designed to keep your brain active and

entertained, whether on a journey, in a spare five minutes or on rainy days. The number

chains are divided into levels of difficulty, from easy, to moderately hard and then on to

more complex conundrums - and you can make it even harder on yourself by timing how

long each takes to complete. All answers are contained at the back of the book so you

can test your progress along the way. With this book, you'll find your mental maths comes

on in leaps and bounds as you confront each new puzzle.

Sales Points

A bumper book of number chains for all puzzle addicts
The perfect way to train your brain when you have time to spare, on journeys or just
for fun
Each puzzle is designed to test your mental maths and improve your handling of
numbers
Part of the bestselling puzzle book series which has sold over one million copies to date
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Dr Gareth Moore (B.Sc (Hons) M.Phil Ph.D) is the internationally bestselling author of a

wide range of brain-training and puzzle books for both children and adults, including Anti-

stress Puzzles, Ultimate Dot to Dot, Brain Games for Clever Kids, Lateral Logic, Extreme

Mazes and The Ordinance Survey Puzzle Book. His books have sold over a million copies

in the UK alone and have been published in 29 different languages. 

He is also the creator of online brain-training site BrainedUp.com and runs the daily puzzle

site PuzzleMix.com.
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